
MYP Spanish 2 COURSE SYLLABUS 

School Year 2019-2020 Grade Level: 9th 

 

Teacher: Sra. Brown 

E-mail: Rocio. Brown @fsd1.org 

 

About your Spanish teacher: 

My name is Rocio Brown. I am from Costa Rica. I major in History and Geography at the 

Universidad de Costa Rica and I have a master’s degree in Teaching Spanish as a Second 

Language and a Master’s in Linguistics from Universidad Iberoamericana. I taught History and 

Geography before in Costa Rica. Currently, I teach IB Spanish 5 and MYP Spanish 2. I have 

taught Spanish 3 and 4 in the past years and I have experience teaching Middle School, specially 

MYP Spanish 1, 8th grade. This is an honor for me to have your child in my class. 

 

Course Description: 

Students will expand vocabulary while developing the ability to use complex grammatical 

structures, idiomatic expressions  and a number of verb tenses. The students will continue 

building knowledge of the Spanish language and culture. Also, they will develop the four skills of 

speaking, reading, listening and writing it will be the major objective of the course. Finally, the 

students will continue obtaining knowledge of the Spanish culture. 

 

Course Outline 

Text: Avancemos! 2 

 

UNIT ONE Summer Work- Review 

UNIT TWO Travel-Vacation 

UNIT THREE Body, Health - Daily Routines 

UNIT FOUR Clothes- Shopping 

UNIT FIVE Legends and stories 

UNIT SIX Food- Order meals in a Restaurant 

UNIT SEVEN Make a movie- Invitation to a premiere 

UNIT EIGHT School newspaper- Family and relationships 

UNIT NINE The environment - and concerns 

UNIT TEN Career and professions 

Reading comprehension: Pobre Ana Speaking and Listening 

 



Internal/Methods of Evaluations: 

Students’ grades are weighted into the following categories: 

 

Homework and classwork :  Students will have homework based on the unit of 

instruction.  Assignments should be completed by the next class.  In addition to written 

assignments, students should study Spanish every day.  The textbook website: 

www.classzone.com level 2 is an excellent resource for grammar and vocabulary 

practice. 

Writing: Also, students are assigned topics every week.  They must write 100 or more 

words.   After writing the initial drafts, students rewrite  the compositions, correcting 

grammatical and spelling errors.  Compositions rewrites are graded for accuracy and 

based on the MYP rubric.   Students will have to describe stimulus picture and answer 

questions where the student will be graded it individually based on the individual oral 

rubric. 

Oral and Listening Production :  Students earn oral points by working in pairs on 

oral exercises, participating in class activities, answering the teacher's questions in 

Spanish, listening to audio activities, and watching an educational video series. 

Additionally, students earn points for speaking Spanish exclusively in class.  Students 

are required to complete several oral presentations per quarter.  The majority of oral 

points are earned by effort and participation.  Additional points are earned for accuracy. 

Projects/Tests/Quizzes :  Students are quizzed frequently.  They should expect 

several quizzes per unit lesson.  Longer tests and quizzes will occur at the end of unit 

lessons.  Students can ONLY retake tests.  Class Projects will be assigned throughout 

the year. 

Grading Scale: 

A= 90-100 B= 80-89 C=70-79 D=60-69 F= 59-50 

Grades: 

Homework/Classwork: 25% 

Tests/Projects: 45% 

Quizzes/Labs:  30% 

Materials needed for class each day: 

Textbook: Avancemos! 2 

3-ring binder with dividers, or separate notebook with divisions, or create folder (Bellwork, 

classwork, homework, vocabulary, grammar, notes(apuntes). 

Loose- leaf paper 

Writing utensil (pen or pencil) 

Markers or colored pencils 

Index cards, Spanish -English Dictionary 

 

http://www.classzone.com/


Classroom Procedures: 

 

1-Enter classroom and sit in assigned seat, take out your homework and place on desk, then 

begin working on bell ringer assignment. 

2- Please do not ask for permission to go anywhere before the tardy bell rings. 

3-Homework will be checked or graded either by the teacher, the individual student or another 

student. Not all homework or classwork will be graded, this will occur randomly at the 

teacher’s discretion. 

4-Focus on Spanish the entire class! Materials other than what we use in class will not be 

allowed on the desks (these are subject to be confiscated). 

5- Since we are in a 90-minute block schedule, most activities are timed. You are expected to 

change activities with the rest of the class and keep on task. Any work that you left unfinished 

will need to be completed for homework. 

6-During tests and quizzes there is no talking during 

tests, even if you finish before your classmates. Your desks and the floor around your desks must 

be completely clear of materials. All backpacks and purses must be zipped closed. 

7-Online translators are prohibited for any graded assignment. 

8-Cite all sources for any information, pictures or ideas that are not your own. 

9- *All papers turned in must have a proper heading. Write this heading in the top right hand 

corner of your papers. Student number 

Last name, First name 

Date Page, exercise#, and source 

*(Failure to follow this procedure will result in a 10 point deduction in the grade.) 

10-Before leaving the classroom, Sra. Brown will instruct you to replace any borrowed items and 

clean up anything on the floor or in your desks. She will dismiss you, NOT THE BELL. 

11-No student will be allowed to leave during class with the exception of 3 emergency restroom 

passes per semester. Student will take out agenda, get teacher’s attention and teacher will sign. 

Any other meetings with teachers, coaches, guidance or administration must be scheduled 

before or after school or during your lunchtime. 

Classroom Rules: 

1- RESPECT others and the teacher with polite speech and behavior. 

2- Be prepared- Bring all materials to class. 

3- Follow classroom procedures. 



4- Focus on Spanish. 

5- Raise hand to speak unless otherwise instructed. 

6- Ask permission to get out of seat. 

7- No personal grooming in class. (Exception: chapstick). 

8- Keep your feet on the floor, but don’t put your body there! 

9- Keep hands, feet and all personal objects to yourself. 

10- Do not touch anything that belongs to the teacher or another student. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

By signing below, you are indicating that you have read and understood the guidelines and 

expectations for this class, and are agreeing to uphold those expectations. 

Student Signature: _____________________________  Date: __________ 

Parent Signature: ______________________________ Date: __________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


